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Abstract. The firn covering the Greenland ice sheet interior can retain part of the surface melt each summer, buffering the 25 

ice sheet contribution to sea-level rise. To quantify the firn meltwater retention capacity, we derive from 360 firn 

observations the Firn Air Content in the top 10 m (FAC10) and in the entire firn column (FACtot). We then map the FAC over 

the entire firn area using empirical functions of long-term mean air temperature (𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅) and net snow accumulation (�̅̇�) fitted to 

observations. We find that the firn layer contains a total 26 800 ±1 850 km
3
 of air, with 6 500 ± 450 km

3
 in the top 10 m. The 

FAC was stable between 1953 and 2017 in the dry snow area (𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ ≤-19

o
C), while it decreased by 24 ±16% in the low 30 

accumulation wet snow area (𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅>-19

o
C �̅̇� ≤ 600 mm w.eq. yr

-1
) between 1997-2008 and 2011-2017 leading to a loss of firn 

retention capacity between 150 ± 100 Gt (top 10 m) and 540 ± 450 Gt (whole firn column). The outputs of three regional 

climate models (HIRHAM5, RACMO2.3p2, MAR3.9) compare well with observed FAC10. However model biases in FACtot 

and other mismatches with our dataset urge caution when using models to quantify the current and future evolution of the 

firn air content and retention capacity. 35 
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1. Introduction 

As a consequence of anthropogenic carbon emissions and subsequent atmospheric and oceanic warming, the Greenland ice 

sheet is losing mass at an accelerating rate, and contributes to about 20% of contemporary sea-level rise (Bindoff et al., 

2013; Nerem et al. 2018). Over half of this mass loss stems from surface melt occurring every summer at the surface of the 

ice sheet and meltwater runoff to the ocean (van den Broeke et al., 2016). While most runoff originates from the low-lying 5 

ablation area, surface melt has recently increased and expanded up-glacier into the firn-covered interior of the Greenland ice 

sheet (Mote et al. 2007, Nghiem et al., 2012). Yet, most of the surface meltwater produced in firn-covered regions percolates 

into the snow and firn where it refreezes, and does not immediately contribute to sea-level rise (Harper et al., 2012). Hence 

the retention capacity of the firn area of the Greenland ice sheet constitutes a key parameter in sea-level equation. 

 10 

The firn area extent can be tracked using the firn line, which Benson (1962) described as “the highest elevation to which the  

annual snow cover recedes during the melt season”. Recently Fausto et al. (2018a) updated the methods from Fausto et al. 

(2007) and presented maps of remotely-sensed end-of-summer snowlines over the 2000-2017 period that can be used to map 

the firn area. 

 15 

A second key characteristic for the retention of meltwater is the firn air content (FAC). The FAC is the integrated volume of 

air contained in the firn from the surface to a certain depth per unit area (van Angelen et al., 2012; Ligtenberg et al., 2018). It 

is a measure of the firn porosity and indicative, for a specified depth range, of the maximum volume available to store 

percolating meltwater either in liquid or refrozen form (Harper et al., 2012; van Angelen et al. 2012). While the role of FAC 

in meltwater retention has long been recognized, insufficient data from the firn area in Greenland made it necessary, until 20 

lately, to use simplifying assumptions (e.g. Pfeffer et al., 1991) or unvalidated outputs from regional climate model (RCM, 

van Angelen et al., 2013) to constrain the firn’s meltwater retention capacity. Harper et al., (2012) gave a first observation-

based estimate of this retention capacity of the ice sheet percolation area. Their approach was limited by the use of 

observations from two years (2007 and 2008) and 15 sites along the western slope of the ice sheet without regards to the 

diversity of firn characteristics across the ice sheet (e.g. Forster et al. 2014; Machguth et al., 2016). More recently, 25 

Ligtenberg et al. (2018) provided a RCM simulation of the FAC which compared well against 62 firn cores. Nevertheless, 

their FAC simulation still underestimated FAC in the lower accumulation area. Focusing on meltwater percolation, Langen 

et al. (2017) also compared how the output of HIRHAM5 RCM compared against 75 firn density profiles while its FAC has 

not been investigated.  

 30 

The depth to which meltwater may percolate, and therefore the depth to which FAC must be calculated to constrain the firn’s 

meltwater retention capacity, varies with melt intensity and firn permeability (e.g. Pfeffer et al., 1991). Braithwaite et al. 

(1994) reported meltwater refreezing within the top 4 m of the firn in western Greenland at ~1500 m a.s.l. while Heilig et al. 
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(2018) did not observe meltwater percolation below 2.3 m from the surface throughout 2016 melt season, at 2120 m a.s.l. 

also in west Greenland. Both studies indicate that, at specific sites and years, only the near-surface FAC was being used to 

store meltwater. However, in 2007-2009 ~400 km to the north and at 1555 m a.s.l., Humphrey et al. (2012) observed 

percolation below 10 m, meaning that, for certain firn temperature and stratigraphy and given sufficient surface meltwater, 

the FAC of the whole firn column, from the surface to pore-close-off depth, might be used for meltwater retention. 5 

Nevertheless, Machguth et al. (2016) showed that percolation depth may not increase linearly with meltwater production and 

that low-permeability ice layers can limit meltwater, even if abundant, from accessing the full firn column. Given the 

complexity of meltwater percolation and the limited observations to map percolation depth on the Greenland ice sheet, 

reasonable upper and lower bounds of the firn’s capacity can be estimated by determining both the FAC in the top 10 m of 

firn (FAC10) and the total FAC (FACtot) (Harper et al. 2012). FACtot is also valuable information to convert remotely-sensed 10 

Greenland ice sheet surface height changes into mass changes (Simonsen et al. 2013; Sørensen et al., 2011, Kuipers 

Munneke et al. 2015a). 

 

In this study, we first estimate the firn area extent using remotely-sensed end-of-summer snow extent maps from Fausto et 

al. (2018a).  We then use a set of 360 firn observations collected between 1953 and 2017 to calculate the spatial distribution 15 

of FAC10 and where possible present its temporal evolution. A simple extrapolation is introduced to estimate the FACtot from 

the FAC10. By spatially integrating FAC10 and FACtot over the firn area, we calculate the lower and upper bounds of the firn 

retention capacity. Finally, we evaluate the performance of firn simulations in three regional climate models (RCMs), 

commonly used to evaluate firn retention capacity, but never validated with such extensive firn data collection. 

2. Data and methods 20 

2.1. Firn core dataset 

We gathered 324 published firn-density profiles from cores that were at least 5 m long (Table 1). To these, we add 20 cores 

extracted in April-May 2016 and 2017 for which the density was measured at 10 cm resolution following the same procedure 

as Machguth et al. (2016). Most of these density profiles are available in Montgomery et al. (2018). When near-surface snow 

densities were missing, we assigned a density of 315 kg m
-3

 (Fausto et al., 2018b) to the top cm and interpolate over the 25 

remaining gaps in density profiles using a logarithmic function of depth fitted to the available densities. 

 

Table 1. List of the publications presenting the firn cores used in this study. 

Source Number of cores  Source Number of cores 

Albert and Shultz (2002) 1  Langway  (1967) 1 

Alley (1987) 1  Lomonaco et al. (2011) 1 
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Bader (1954) 1  Machguth et al. (2016) 28 

Baker (2012) 1  Mayewski and Whitlow  (2016a) 1 

Benson  (1962) 55  Mayewski and Whitlow  (2016b) 1 

Bolzan and Strobel (1999) 9  Miège et al. (2013) 3 

Buchardt et al. (2012) 8  Morris and Wingham (2014) 66 

Clausen et al. (1988) 8  Mosley-Thompson et al. (2001) 47 

Colgan et al. (2018) 1  Porter and Mosley-Thompson  (2014) 1 

Fischer et al.  (1995) 14  Reed (1966) 1 

Forster et al. (2014) 5  Renaud  (1959) 7 

Hawley et al. (2014) 8  Spencer et al. (2001) 8 

Harper et al. (2012) 32  Steen-Larsen et al. (2011) 1 

Jezek (2012) 1  Vallelonga et al. (2014) 1 

Kameda et al. (1995) 1  van der Veen et al. (2001)   10 

Koenig et al. (2014) 3  Wilhelms (1996)   13 

Kovacs et al. (1969) 1  This study 20 

 

In addition to our collection of firn density, we use the end-of-summer snowlines from Fausto et al. (2018a) to delineate the 

minimum firn area, which are the 1,405,500 km
2
 where snow is always detected during the 2000-2017 period. Moving this 

firn line 1 km inward or outward (the resolution of the product from Fausto et al. (2018a)) suggest an uncertainty of ±17,250 

km
2
 (~1%). This uncertainty applies on the margin of the firn area where ephemeral or thinner firn patches may exist outside 5 

of our delineation. Owing to the likely thinness of the accumulation area lower boundary, we expect the boundary does not 

play a negligible role in the overall retention capacity of the firn area. 

2.2. Calculation of FAC10 

For a discrete density profile composed of N sections and reaching a depth 𝑧, the FAC in m is calculated as: 

𝐹𝐴𝐶𝑧 =  ∑ 𝑚k (
1

𝜌k
−

1

𝜌𝑖𝑐𝑒
)N

k=1        [1] 10 

where, for each depth interval k, 𝜌𝑘 is the firn density and 𝑚𝑘 is the firn mass. 𝜌𝑖𝑐𝑒  is the density of the ice set to 917 kg/m
3
. 

 

With 121 cores shorter than 10 m in our dataset, we extrapolate shallow measurements to a depth of 10 m. We do this by 

finding the 10 m long core that best matches the FAC vs. depth profile of the shallow core, with the lowest Root Mean 

Squared Difference (RMSD) amongst all available cores, and append the bottom section of this ‘twin’ core to the FAC 15 

profile of the shallow core (see Figure S1 of the Supplementary Material). When testing this methodology on the available 
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cores deeper than 10 m, from which we remove the deepest 3 m of the FAC profile, we find a mean difference between 

extrapolated and real FAC10 inferior to 1% and a RMSD of 0.15 m. 

 

The accuracy of the firn density measurements as well as the effect of spatial heterogeneity can be assessed by comparing 

FAC10 measurements located within 1 km and collected in the same year (Figure S2 of the Supplementary Material). A 5 

standard deviation below 0.15 m is found in the majority of the co-located and contemporaneous FAC10 observations (20 of 

27 groups of comparable observations). We assign to FAC10 measurements an uncertainty of ±0.3 m, i.e., twice the standard 

deviation. 

2.3. Zonation of firn air content 

The FAC10 is calculated from the firn density which depends, among other parameters, on the local near-surface air 10 

temperature and snowfall rate (Shumskii, 1964). The site’s air temperature is a proxy for summer melt and refreezing within 

the firn, as well as firn temperature and compaction rates. Through these processes, air temperature has a lowering effect on 

FAC10. On the other hand, snow accumulation introduces porous fresh snow at the surface and has an increasing effect on 

FAC10. To put our FAC10 measurements in their climatic context, we extract the long-term (1979-2014) average net snow 

accumulation  �̅̇� (snowfall – sublimation) and air temperature 𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ for each FAC10 measurement location from the nearest cell 15 

in the Modèle Atmosphérique Régional (MARv3.5.2; Fettweis et al., 2017)  available at 5 × 5 km horizontal resolution. 

In accordance with the terminology from Benson (1962), we define three regions where FAC10 shows distinct behaviour: (1) 

the dry snow area (DSA, yellow area in Figure 1a); (2) the low accumulation wet snow area (LAWSA, red area in Figure 

1a); (3) the high accumulation wet snow area (HAWSA, green area in Figure 1a). The DSA encompasses low temperature 

regions of high altitude and/or latitude where melt is uncommon and where FAC10 can be related by a linear function of  𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ 20 

(yellow markers in Figure 1c). Towards higher 𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅, i.e. at lower altitude and/or latitude, two patterns are visible in Figure 1c. 

Firstly, at lower  �̅̇� sites, in the LAWSA, more scatter appears in FAC10, and a slope change occurs in the FAC10’s 

temperature dependency (Figure 1c). Secondly, at higher  �̅̇�  (in the HAWSA), the few available FAC10 observations 

describe a similar temperature dependency as in the DSA even though they are in relatively warm regions where melt occurs 

more frequently and cannot be referred to as “dry”. FAC10 observations in the HAWSA are up to five times higher than at 25 

locations with similar 𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ in the LAWSA (Figure 1c). 

 

The boundary between the cold (DSA) and warm regions (LAWSA and HAWSA) can be defined as the temperature where 

an inflection occurs in the linear dependency of FAC10 to  𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ (Figure 1c). The transition between areas, just as between the 

facies described by Benson et al. (1962), is gradual, but for our analysis, we set this boundary to  𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ = -19 

o
C. No firn 30 

observation is available in the transition from the LAWSA to the HAWSA. A boundary could be anywhere between 543 mm 
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w.eq./yr (core with highest accumulation in the LAWSA, Figure 1b) and 650 mm w.eq. yr
-1

 (core with lowest accumulation 

in HAWSA, Figure 1b). We chose the rounded value of  �̅̇�  = 600 mm w.eq. yr
-1

 to separate LAWSA from HAWSA. The 

spatial delineations of the DSA, LAWSA and HAWSA are illustrated in Figure 1a.  

 

Figure 1. a) Spatial distribution of the FAC10 dataset. The DSA, LAWSA and HAWSA are indicated respectively using yellow, 5 

green and red areas. b) Distribution of the dataset in the accumulation-temperature space (�̅̇� and 𝑻𝒂
̅̅̅̅ ).  FAC10 value is indicated by 

a coloured marker. Black lines and shaded areas indicate where the firn is detected in the accumulation-temperature space. c) 

Temperature dependency of FAC10 in the DSA (yellow markers), LAWSA (red markers) and HAWSA (green markers). 

2.4. Firn air content mapping 

To map FAC10 over the entire firn area, we fit empirical functions to the FAC10 observations and use these functions to 10 

spatially interpolate and extrapolate FAC10. The construction of these empirical functions is described in the following 

sections and an overview of their form and their associated data is presented in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Overview of the empirical functions fitted to FAC10 observations in each region of the firn area.  

Area Period Form Observations used for fitting 
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DSA 1953 - 2017 Linear function of 𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ (Eq. 2) 

 259 from the DSA 

 11 from the HAWSA 

LAWSA 

& 

HAWSA 

2010 - 2017 
 Smoothed bilinear function of 

𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ and  �̅̇�. 

 

 Cannot exceed the FAC 

estimated with Eq. 2. 

 25 from the LAWSA 

 10 from the HAWSA 

 6 selected from firn line in the HAWSA 

LAWSA 1998 - 2008 

 38 from the LAWSA 

 1 from the HAWSA 

 6 selected from the firn line in the HAWSA 

 

2.4.1. Dry Snow Area 

In the DSA, the 259 FAC10 observations obtained between 1953 and 2017 depend linearly on their local 𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ (Figure 1c). This 

dependency is the same for the 11 FAC10 observations from the HAWSA. We consequently use a linear function of 𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ fitted 

using least squares method to the FAC10 observed in both DSA and HAWSA (Figure 2a) binned into four equal 𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ ranges (to 5 

avoid the overrepresentation of clustered data) to estimate the FAC10 in the DSA. 

 

2.4.2. Wet Snow Areas 

In the LAWSA and in the HAWSA, FAC10 observations exhibit a more complex dependency to  �̅̇� and 𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ (Figure 1b and 

1c). Additionally, observations are unevenly distributed in space and time which forces us to group FAC10 measurements 10 

into time-slices that contain enough FAC10 observations to describe the spatial pattern of FAC10 and constrain our empirical 

functions. 

 

Over the 2010-2017 period, 25 FAC10 observations were made in the LAWSA, from the transition with the DSA down to the 

vicinity of the firn line. During that same period, 10 firn cores were collected in the HAWSA. Unfortunately, in addition to 15 

their small number, the cores are located relatively far into the interior of the ice sheet and do not describe how the FAC10 

decreases in parts of the HAWSA closer to the firn line. We consequently complement these firn cores with 6 sites selected 

on the remotely-sensed firn line where FAC10 is assumed to be null (Figure S3). 

 

We define our empirical function, valid in the LAWSA and HAWSA for the 2010-2017 period, as a smoothed bilinear 20 

function of 𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ and  �̅̇� fitted through least squares method to the available observations (Figure 3a). We do not allow that 

function to exceed the linear function of 𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ that describes FAC10 measurements in the DSA and in the interior of the 
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HAWSA or to predict FAC10 below 0 m. The empirical function is then used to estimate the FAC10 in both the LAWSA and 

HAWSA during the 2010-2017 period. 

 

In the years preceding 2010, insufficient data are available to document the FAC10 in the HAWSA. In the LAWSA, however, 

34 observations were made between 2006 and 2008 and three cores were collected in 1998. We group these measurements to 5 

describe the spatial distribution of FAC10 in the LAWSA during the 1998-2008 period and to fit another function, this time 

only valid in the LAWSA during the 1998-2008 period,  also smoothed bilinear function of  𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ and  �̅̇� . To ensure that our 

empirical function has realistic values towards the transition with the HAWSA, we also include one core collected in the 

HAWSA in 1998 and the previously described six locations from the firn line in the fitting process (Figure 3a). 

 10 

We investigate the robustness of our empirical functions in the HAWSA and LAWSA using, for each period separately, the 

following sensitivity analysis. For 1000 repetitions, we apply four types of perturbations to the FAC10 observations and fit 

our empirical function to this perturbed dataset. The effect of the availability of measurements in the LAWSA is tested by 

randomly excluding four observations in that region (respectively 16% and 11% of the observations in 1998-2008 and 2010-

2017). The effect of uncertainty in the firn line location in the (𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ ,   �̅̇�) space is tested by adding a normally distributed noise 15 

with mean zero and standard deviation 3 
°
C to the 𝑇𝑎

̅̅ ̅  of firn-line-derived FAC10 (illustrated in Figure S3). The effect of the 

uncertain FAC10 value at the firn line is assessed by assigning to the points selected from the firn line a random FAC10 value 

between 0 and 1 m. Finally, the effect of the smoothing applied to the bilinear interpolation of FAC10 measurements is 

assessed by modifying the amount of smoothing applied. We then calculate the standard deviation of all possible estimated 

FAC10 at each (𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ ,   �̅̇�) location and double it to quantify the 95% envelope of uncertainty that applies to any estimated 20 

FAC10 in the LAWSA and HAWSA depending on (𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ ,   �̅̇�). We do not consider that the uncertainty applying on an 

estimated FAC10 can be smaller than the one of FAC10 observations. We consequently set 0.3 m as the minimum possible 

uncertainty on any estimated FAC10. 

 

2.5. Estimation of the FACtot 25 

While FACtot may be calculated from the surface down to pore close off depth (Ligtenberg et al., 2018), to allow comparison 

with HIRHAM5 which sometimes do not reach pore close off, we calculate FACtot from the surface to 100 m depth. Only 29 

of our 360 firn observations reach depths greater than 100 m so we complement them by 13 observations from Harper et al. 

(2012) that estimated FACtot  at their core sites from ground penetrating radar. A linear function is fitted to these data and is 

used to estimate FACtot at the rest of our FAC10 observation sites. 30 
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2.6. Spatially integrated FAC, uncertainty and retention capacity 

For each region, the spatially integrated FAC is the sum of the entire firn air volume either within the top 10 m or in the 

whole firn column. The uncertainty applying on our estimated FAC10 and FACtot at a location cannot be considered 

independent because all estimates are made using the same functions of 𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ and �̅̇�. Consequently, we consider that the 

uncertainty of the mean of several FAC values is the mean of each value’s uncertainty and that the uncertainty of a sum or 5 

difference of FAC values is the sum of the uncertainty applying on these FAC values. 

From the FAC, we calculate the firn’s maximum retention capacity, which Harper et al. (2012) defined as the amount of 

water that needs to be added to the firn to bring its density to 843 kg m
-3

, the density of infiltration ice. 

2.7. Comparison with Regional Climate Models 

We compare our FAC observations and maps to the available firn products from three RCMs:  HIRHAM5, RACMO2.3p2 10 

and MARv3.9. The two versions of HIRHAM5 presented in Langen et al. (2017) are used: with linear parametrization of 

surface albedo (thereafter referred as HH_LIN) and MODIS-derived albedo (thereafter referred as HH_MOD). Because of 

model output limitation, only FACtot could be extracted from the RACMO2.3p2 output presented by Ligtenberg et al. (2018) 

and the FAC10 was extracted from the more recent downscaled model output by Noël et al. (2019). MARv3.9 was presented 

in Fettweis et al. (2017) and simulates only FAC10 because of a shallower subsurface domain.  15 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. FAC estimation 

3.1.1. Dry snow area 

In the DSA, the linear function of 𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ used to estimate FAC10 reads as: 

𝐹𝐴𝐶10(𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ ) =  −0.08 ∗ 𝑇𝑎

̅̅ ̅  + 3.27       [2] 20 

We assign to any FAC10 estimated in the DSA an uncertainty equal to twice the regression’s RMSD: 0.4 m. We consider the 

absence of a temporal trend in the deviation between measured FAC10 and FAC10 estimated using the linear function of 𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ 

(Figure 2b) as evidence of the stability of the FAC10 in the DSA between 1953 and 2017. The stable FAC in the DSA is 

confirmed by firn cores in our dataset taken decades apart at the same sites and  showing the same FAC (Summit, Camp 

Century, e.g.) and by recent firn modelling at weather stations located in the DSA (Vandecrux et al. 2018).  25 
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Figure 2. a) Linear function of 𝑻𝒂
̅̅̅̅  fitted to FAC10 observations from the DSA and HAWSA.  b) Residual between estimated (using 

linear regression) and observed FAC10 as a function of survey year. 

3.1.2. Wet snow areas 

In the LAWSA and HAWSA, we estimate the FAC10 with the empirical functions presented in Figure 3. These empirical 5 

functions have a RMSD of 0.28 m in the LAWSA over the 1998-2008 period, 0.27 m in the LAWSA over the 2010-2017 

period and 0.17 m in the HAWSA over the 2010-2017 period. The ability of our empirical functions to fit the FAC10 

observations confirms our choice of an empirical approach as opposed to relying on RCMs and firn models which still do not 

accurately reproduce observations of FAC in certain regions (see Section 3.6). 

 10 
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Figure 3. Contours (labelled black lines) of the empirical functions of 𝑻𝒂
̅̅̅̅  and  �̅̇� used to estimate FAC10 along with the FAC10 

observations used to constrain the functions. Two functions could be constructed: one describing FAC10 in the LAWSA during 

1998-2008 (a) and another describing FAC10 in the LAWSA and HAWSA during 2010-2017 (b). 

3.1.3. FACtot 5 

We use the following linear regression between FAC10 and FACtot (Figure 4): 

𝐹𝐴𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡 =  4.1 ∗  𝐹𝐴𝐶10       [3] 

We assign 3.6 m, twice the RMSD of the linear regression, as the typical uncertainty applying on an estimated FACtot
 
value, 

representing less than 20% of estimated FACtot greater than 20 m but up to 100% of the estimated FACtot at the firn line. 
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Figure 4. Linear regression used to estimate FACtot from FAC10. Linear regression was fitted using the least squares method with a 

prescribed intercept of zero. 

One of the consequences of Eq. 2 is that a change FAC10 between two dates implies a change in FACtot over the same time 

period. This co-variation neglects that near-surface changes in the firn slowly propagate to greater depth with thermal 5 

conduction and downward mass advection (Kuipers Munneke et al., 2015b). Therefore we note that for a decreasing FAC10 

(see Section 3.2.1), our estimated change in FACtot will always be the maximum possible change, if the whole firn column 

was given the time to adapt to the new surface conditions. 

3.2. Spatio-temporal distribution of firn air content 

3.2.1. FAC10 mapping 10 

Using the 5x5 km 𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ and �̅̇� grids from Fettweis et al. (2017) and the empirical functions presented in Figure 3, we map the 

FAC10 and its uncertainty across the firn area of the ice sheet (Figure 5). From these maps we calculate an average FAC10 of 

5.1± 0.3 m in the DSA, an average FAC10 of 2.6 ± 0.5 m in the HAWSA during the 2010-2017 period and an average FAC10 

of 4 ± 0.3 m in the LAWSA during the 1998-2008 period, which decreased by 35 % to 2.6  ± 0.3 m in the 2010-2017 period. 

The FAC10 loss in the LAWSA is concentrated in a 60 km wide band above the firn line in western Greenland (Figure 6). 15 
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Figure 5. a) FAC10 maps and location of the FAC10 measurements. b) Maps of the relative uncertainty of the FAC10 map. 

 

Figure 6. Change in FAC10 between 1998-2008 and 2010-2017 in the LAWSA. 

3.2.2. Spatially integrated FAC 5 

We find that during the 2010-2017 period the entire firn area contains 6 500 ± 450  km
3
 in the top 10 m and up to 26 800 ± 1 

850 km
3
 if the whole firn column is accounted for (Table 3). About 83 ± 5% of this air content is contained in the DSA, 
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which represents 74% of the firn area. The HAWSA, which covers 12% of the firn area, contains about 8 ± 1% of the firn’s 

air independently of whether we consider the top 10m or at the entire firn layer. 

 

Table 3. Spatially integrated FAC10 and FACtot over each ice sheet region 

Area Period Spatially integrated FAC (km
3
) 

FAC10 FACtot 

DSA 1953 – 2017 5 400 ± 310 22 300 ± 1 280 

LAWSA 1998 – 2008 750 ± 60 3 100 ± 250 

LAWSA 2010 – 2017 570 ± 60 2 400 ± 250 

HAWSA 2010 – 2017 530 ± 80 2 200 ± 330 

All 2010 – 2017 6 500 ± 450 26 800 ± 1 850 

 5 

In the LAWSA, that comprises 14 % of the firn area, decreasing FAC10 between 1998-2008 and 2010-2017 lead to a loss of 

180 ± 120 km
3
 of air from the top 10 m of firn, equivalent to 24 ± 16% of the 1998-2008 spatially integrated FAC10. The 

subsequent decrease in FACtot indicate that the whole firn column lost up to 700 ± 500 km
3
 of air. 

 

Recent studies attributed the increasing near-surface firn densities and subsequent loss of FAC to increasing surface melt and 10 

meltwater refreezing (de la Peña et al., 2015; Charalampidis et al., 2015; Machguth et al., 2016; Graeter et al., 2018). 

However, firn density and FAC are also dependant on annual snowfall and a decrease in snowfall can drive an increase in 

firn density and consequently a decrease in FAC10 (e.g. Vandecrux et al., 2018). Nevertheless, the lack of widely distributed 

observation of snow accumulation for the 1998-2017 period and the contradicting trends in precipitation output by the RCMs 

(Lucas-Picher et al., 2012; van den Broeke et al., 2016; Fettweis et al., 2017) make it impossible to precisely partition the 15 

melt and snowfall contributions to changes in FAC10 at ice sheet scale. 

3.2.3. Effect of the  �̅̇� and 𝑻𝒂
̅̅̅̅  data source FAC10 maps 

To investigate how uncertainties in 𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ and  �̅̇� impact our FAC10 maps, we repeat our procedure using the 1979-2014  𝑇𝑎

̅̅ ̅ and 

 �̅̇� estimated by Box (2013) and Box et al. (2013) (hereafter referred to as “Box”). The Box-derived FAC10 fits equally well 

(within measurements uncertainty, RMSD < 0.3 m) to the FAC10 observations and lead to spatially integrated FAC values 20 

within uncertainty from the MAR-derived values (Table 3). 

However, due to differing model formulations and forcing, the spatial patterns of air temperature and snowfall are different 

between Box and MARv3.9.2 (detailed in Fettweis et al. 2017), especially in the southern and eastern firn area, which leads 

to different estimations of FAC10 in these regions (Figure S4). Additionally, in these regions no firn observations are 
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available to constrain our FAC10 estimates. More observations in the sparsely observed southern and eastern regions would 

therefore not only improve FAC10 estimates, but also elucidate which 𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ and  �̅̇� source best describes the spatial pattern in 

FAC10. 

3.3. Firn retention capacity 

Between 1998-2008 and 2010-2017, the decrease in FAC10 in the LAWSA indicates a 150 ± 100 Gt, or 0.4± 0.3 mm sea 5 

level equivalent (s.l.e.), loss of meltwater retention capacity from the top 10 m of the firn. For the entire firn column, we 

estimate a loss could be up to 540 ± 450 Gt (1.5 ± 1.2 mm s.l.e.). While these volumes are small as compared to the average 

mass loss of the ice sheet (~270 Gt/y), the impact of reduced retention capacity has an important time-integrated effect, in 

amplifying meltwater runoff each year, especially in a succession of anomalously high melt years as was the case 2007-

2012, resulting in a sharp increase in western Greenland runoff (Machguth et al. 2016). 10 

 

Table 4. Firn storage capacity for the top 10 m and for the entire firn column 

Area Period Firn storage capacity (Gt) 

Upper 10 m Whole firn column 

DSA 1953 – 2017 4 200 ± 370 12 800 ± 1 170 

LAWSA 1998 – 2008 550 ± 50 1 490 ± 220 

LAWSA 2010 – 2017 400 ± 50 950 ± 230 

HAWSA 2010 – 2017 370 ± 70 960 ± 300 

All 2010 – 2017 5 000 ± 410 14 700 ± 1 600 

 

Harper et al. (2012), using observations from 2007-2009, estimated that the firn located in a 150 000 km
2
 percolation area (as 

delineated in an earlier version of MAR) could potentially store between 322 ±44 Gt in the top 10 m of firn and 1 289 −252
+388 15 

Gt if considering the entire firn column. We find that the warmest 150 000 km
2
 of our firn area in 2010-2017 can retain 150 

± 67 Gt of meltwater in the top 10 m of the firn. When considering the whole firn layer we find a storage capacity of 310 Gt 

associated with an uncertainty of 688 Gt. Our lower estimated retention capacity reflects the recent decrease of FAC in the 

LAWSA. Interestingly, we reach equivalent uncertainty intervals than Harper et al. (2012) in spite of using ~20 times more 

firn observations. We also note that the estimation from Harper et al. (2012) only used observations in the LAWSA, while 20 

most (69%) of the percolation area they use is located in the HAWSA. Finally, our distributed approach, as opposed to the 

lumped approach of Harper et al. (2012), now makes it possible to determine, given a certain melt extent, how much of the 

firn retention capacity is available to store meltwater. 
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Both our estimated retention capacity and the one of Harper et al. (2012) use the same infiltration ice density, 843 ± 36 kg m
-

3
, which was measured in portions of firn cores saturated by refrozen meltwater. In a later study also in western Greenland, 

Machguth et al. (2016) measured an infiltration ice density of 873 ±25 kg m
-3

. Using the value from Machguth et al. (2016) 

increases our estimated firn storage capacity of the top 10 m of firn by 8 to 13% depending on the region but remained 

within the uncertainty intervals of our first estimations (Table 4). Additional field measurements will be needed to ascertain 5 

the infiltration ice density, its variability and its potential climatic drivers. Our definition of retention capacity assumes that 

retention occurs through the refreezing of meltwater and neglects potential liquid water retention seen in firn aquifer (Forster 

et al. 2014). Nevertheless, recent work in Southeast Greenland showed that meltwater resides less than 30 years in the 

aquifer before it flows into nearby crevasses and eventually leaves the ice sheet (Miller et al. 2018). On the contrary, the 

water refrozen within the firn is potentially retained for centuries until it is discharged through a marine terminating outlet 10 

glacier or reaches the surface in the ablation area, melts and finally runs off the ice sheet. By neglecting liquid water 

retention in firn, our study, in line with Harper et al. (2012), focuses on long-term meltwater retention.  
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3.4. Regional Climate Model performance 

3.4.1. Comparison with the FAC dataset 

 

 

Figure 7. Comparison between the observation-derived FAC10 and FACtot and the simulated FAC in the corresponding cell of 5 
three RCMs. 

All models reproduce the FAC10 observations in the DSA and HAWSA with bias  ≤ 0.2 m, RMSD ≤ 0.6 m. Nevertheless, 

RACMO2.3p2, MARv3.9.2, and HH_LIN tend to underestimate the FAC10 in the LAWSA while HH_MOD did not show 

any bias in that area. The greater biases and RMSD regarding FACtot reflect both the performance of the RCM but also the 

greater uncertainty applying on our observation-derived FACtot. Overall we find that HH_MOD is the best candidate to 10 

simulate FAC10 and RACMO2.3p2 to simulate FACtot. Nonetheless, it appears that none of the RCMs can simultaneously 
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simulate both FAC10 and FACtot accurately, which justifies our empirical approach to map FAC10 and FACtot across the 

whole firn area. 

 

 

Table 5. Performance of the RCMs for FAC10 and FACtot.. Bias is the average difference between model and observation. RMSD 5 
stands for Root Mean Squared Error. Intercept and slopes are calculated from the linear fit between simulated and observed FAC 

(red line in Figure 7) 

  DSA LAWSA HAWSA GrIS 

 
RCM 

Bias
 

(m) 

RMSD 

(m) 

Bias 

(m) 

RMSD 

(m) 

Bias 

(m) 

RMSD 

(m) 

Bias 

(m) 

RMSD  

(m) 

Intercept 

(m) 

Slope 

(-) 

FAC10 

HH_LIN -0.1 0.4 -0.3 0.7 0.1 0.6 -0.2 0.6 1.5 0.7 

HH_MOD -0.1 0.4 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.9 

RACMO2.3p2 0.1 0.3 -0.2 0.6 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 1.1 0.8 

MARv3.9.2 0.2 0.3 -0.3 0.9 0.2 0.5 0.0 0.6 1.8 0.6 

FACtot 

HH_LIN 6.4 7.1 2.7 5.3 5.6 8.3 4.9 6.6 8.6 0.4 

HH_MOD 6.5 7.2 5.3 6.2 7.0 8.9 6.1 7.0 5.6 0.5 

RACMO2.3p2 -0.4 3.3 -0.3 3.1 2.6 6.2 -0.1 3.6 9.4 0.5 

 
  

3.4.2. Comparison with the spatially integrated FAC 10 

The same pattern emerges with RCMs being able to simulate spatially integrated FAC within observational uncertainty in 

the DSA and underestimating it in the LAWSA. HH_MOD overestimates the spatially integrated FACtot in the DSA by 21%, 

leading to a 25% overestimation on the entire firn area. RACMO2.3p2 underestimates the spatially integrated FACtot by 10% 

in the DSA which, combined with the model’s positive bias in the HAWSA, lead to a Greenland-wide estimation of spatially 

integrated FACtot within our observation-derived estimate’s uncertainty interval.  15 

 

HH_MOD uses a higher albedo than HH_LIN, and therefore calculates less surface melt and refreezing and, as a 

consequence, higher FAC10 in the LAWSA. The HH_MOD vs HH_LIN validation here confirms the sensitivity of simulated 

subsurface conditions, not only to the model’s subsurface module but also to surface forcing (Langen et al., 2017). In a 

similar way, the slight negative bias in surface mass balance of RACMO2.3p2 (Noël et al. 2018), indicating excessive melt 20 

relative to snowfall, could also explain the model’s underestimation of FAC10 in the LAWSA. Counterintuitively, 

HH_MOD, HH_LIN and MARv3.9.2 have in common a slight positive bias SMB (too much precipitation relative to melt) 

but also underestimate FAC10 in the LAWSA. 
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The way firn densification is treated in the snow models can also explain differences in simulated FAC10: HIRHAM5 and 

MARv3.9.2 uses the same snow compaction scheme (Vionnet et al. 2012) while RACMO uses a dry compaction scheme 

after Kuipers Munneke et al. (2015a). HIRHAM overestimation of FACtot in the DSA arises from the relatively low firn 

densities modelled below ~40 m in HIRHAM, most likely because of the inadequacy of the compaction law from Vionnet et 

al. (2012) at depth. RACMO produces more realistic FACtot in the DSA, potentially because the densification law it uses has 5 

been tuned so that the modelled FAC matches 62 firn core observations (Kuipers Munneke et al., 2015a). Nevertheless the 

FACtot in the LAWSA is also underestimated by RACMO. 

 

 

Figure 8. Temporal evolution of the FAC in the RCMs compared to the observation-derived FAC10 maps. 10 

 

We also note that RCMs overestimate the spatially summed FAC10 in the HAWSA (Figure 8d) whereas they compare well 

with FAC10 observations of the HAWSA (bias  ≤ 0.2 m in Table 5). It can be due to the fact that, while the RMCs reproduce 

the observed FAC10 in the interior of the HAWSA, their modelled FAC10 remains high in the lower HAWSA, when 

approaching the firn line. On the contrary, our observation-derived estimation of FAC10 decreases linearly with increasing 15 

with 𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ and takes lower values than in the RCMs in the lower HAWSA. Nevertheless no firn observation is available in the 
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lower HAWSA and future FAC10 measurements in the HAWSA should help to know which of the RCMs or our estimation 

of FAC10 describes best in FAC10 the HAWSA. 

 

Last but not least, we see that in spite of their respective biases, RCMs reproduce the decreasing FAC10 in the LAWSA as 

observed (Figure 8b). The RCMs indicate that this loss of air content was initiated in the early 2000s and accelerated in 2010 5 

and 2012. All RCMs show a decreasing FAC10 in the DSA over the last two decades which contradicts with our observations 

(Section 3.1.1, Figure 2). This decreasing FAC10 could be due to the RCM missing for example an increase snowfall in the 

DSA which would compensate the recent warming seen in the firn area (McGrath et al., 2014; Graeter et al., 2018). Another 

possibility would be that the models overestimate the sensitivity of firn compaction rate to increasing temperatures. 

4. Conclusions 10 

A collection of 360 firn density profiles spanning 65 years allow us to quantify the firn air content (FAC) on the Greenland 

ice sheet as function of long-term air temperature and net snow accumulation averages (𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ and  �̅̇�). During the 2010-2017 

period, we calculate that the firn layer contained 6 500 ± 450 km
3
 of air in its top 10 m and 26 800 ± 1 850 km

3
 within the 

whole firn column. We find that over the 1953-2017 period, the FAC remained constant (within measurement uncertainty) in 

the Dry Snow Area (DSA, where 𝑇𝑎
̅̅ ̅ ≤ -19

o
C). In the Low Accumulation Wet Snow Area (LAWSA, where  𝑇𝑎

̅̅ ̅ > -19
o
C and 15 

 �̅̇� ≤ 600 mm w.eq. yr
-1

), we calculate that the FAC decreased by 24 ±16 % between 1998-2008 and 2010-2017. This 

decreased FAC10 translates into the loss of meltwater retention capacity of 150 ± 100 Gt (0.4 ± 0.3 mm sea level equivalent) 

in the top 10m of the firn and up to 540 ± 450 Gt (1.5 ± 1.2 mm sea level equivalent) in the entire firn layer. The output from 

three regional climate models (HIRHAM5, RACMO2.3p2 and MAR3.9.5) indicate that our calculated decrease in FAC may 

have initiated in the early 2000’s and accelerated in 2010 and 2012. But the mismatch between RCMs and our dataset 20 

reminds that RCMs should be used with caution when used to calculate the firn retention capacity or when converting the ice 

sheet’s volume changes into mass changes. Finally, our study highlights the importance of in situ firn density measurements 

to document the evolution of the Greenland ice sheet and to improve models and sea level projections. We also illustrate 

how new knowledge can be gained from the synthesis of multiple data sources and encourage the scientific community to 

make both recent and historical data available. 25 
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